Marine Urea (AUS40) - DeNOx & Caustic Soda 50% (NaOH 50%) - DeSOx Supply in South Korea
Seaway Global Co. Ltd. is a lube oil and chemicals supplier in Korea, established in Jan. 2014.

SWG is specialized on marine, offshore, wind-power, industrial & military lube oils and chemical products, supplying technical solution based on strong expertise.

With our local presence, SWG collaborates with shipyards and OEM manufacturers in order to provide the best solutions for needs of our customers.

**MISSION**

Provide solutions for our customers based on technical supports and logistics of lube oil & chemical products.

**VISION**

Become the trustworthy and reliable lube oil and chemical supplier in marine and offshore market.

**CULTURE**

Push forward a solution and new creation of value with strong initiative.
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OPERATION EXCELLENCE

Often, most of vessel engineers are experiencing communication difficulty while getting chemical supplies at the Korean ports. Different to bunker & lube oil supplies, hardly to find the operation support system for caustic soda 50% & Aqueous Urea Solution- Marine Urea (AUS 40) from the most of suppliers in South Korea.

Operation Excellence is the key essential requirement for vessel supplies. With a presence of a professional operation manager for bunkering chemical products (caustic soda, marine urea, MEG, magnesium oxide, etc.) at the supply port, the operation manager of SWG communicates with the vessel directly & leads the bunkering process with operation excellence.

Also SWG prepares extra filling hoses, couplings (female/male), different flange sizes for supply contingency (for bulk supply & pumping is needed).
Certified Products with Quality

Product quality is a important issue to consider as uncertified products often cause critical damage to the equipment & vessel.

SWG only supplies certified Caustic Soda 50% & Marine Urea (AUS40) with ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 certified manufacturers.

For Marine Urea (AUS40), the manufacturers are with AdBlue Certificate and their Urea Solution products are widely applied in Marine, Automotive and Industrial areas.

APPROVED SUPPLIER OF Caustic Soda 50%

Different to Marine Urea (AUS40), Caustic Soda 50% is classified as toxic substance in South Korea and only approved licensed supplier is allowed supply Caustic Soda 50%.

SWG has acquired approved supplying license from Ministry of Environment, Republic of Korea and abundant experience of vessel supplies.
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Port Coverage - Caustic Soda 50% & Marine Urea (AUS40)

Package options:
- Bulk by tank truck
- 1,000LT IBC totes
- 200LT Drums

Incheon
Daesan
Pyeongtaek
Gunsan
Mokpo
Gwangyang
Yeosu
Pohang
Ulsan
Masan
Busan
Geoje
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Handling Lube Oil brands

- KLüber
- Chevron
- Mobil
- Shell
- Castrol
- Fuchs
- Statoil
- MacDermid Offshore Solutions
- Radco
- Total
- AeroShell
- Jet-Lube
- Houghton
- Bridon
- RS Clare

Handling chemicals

- Caustic Soda (NaOH 50%)
- Marine Urea (AUS 40%)
- Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
- Others
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Our Customers

- TEEKAY SHIPPING LTD // Canada
- MOL LNG TRANSPORT (EUROPE) LTD // U.K.
- MARAN GAS MARITIME INC. // Greece
- WALLEM SHIPMANAGEMENT LTD // HongKong
- NYK TRADING CORP. // Japan
- OSM SHIP MANAGEMENT // Norway
- SEATEAM AMANGEMENT PTE LTD // Singapore
- FLEET MANAGEMENT LTD // HongKong
- KSS LINE // South Korea
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Our Location

Offices

BUSAN OFFICE
- Sales Office
- 50 mins away from Samsung & DSME shipyards in Geoje
- 70 mins away from Hyundai Heavy Industries in Ulsan
- 3 mins away from Busan (Gimhae) Airport
- 20 mins away from Busan New Port

ULSAN OFFICE
- Admin. & Support Office
- 15 mins away from Hyundai Heavy Industries in Ulsan

Warehouse

DG WAREHOUSE
- Licensed Dangerous Good Warehouse for storing Lube Oil & Chemical products
- Owns physical stocks
- 35 mins away from Samsung & DSME shipyards in Geoje
- 80 mins away from Hyundai Heavy Industries in Ulsan

Address: #113, 106 Dong, Busan Automotive Parts Dist.,
Yootongdanji1Ro 57 Bungil 34, Gangseo-Gu,
Busan, South Korea 46721

Address: Bogo Logistics, 1319-11, Yongwon-Dong,
Jinhae-Gu, Changwon, South Korea 51611
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Our Service & Contact

24/7 Contact Point

Mr. Andy Park (Technical Sales Leader)

Personal Email: apark@seawayglobal.com
Group Email: swg@seawayglobal.com

Tel: +82-(0)51-995-3998
Fax: +82-(0)51-955-3787
Mob: +82-(0)10-9949-3998
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